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The New Currency Wars
by Alan David 2/ 9 /2020.
This is Part 2 in an ongoing series of Articles on economic warfare:
“The New Currency Wars”.
The history of economic warfare is likely as long or almost as long
as there have been economies and economic systems in the world.
I can remember when I first heard the story of how the Rothschild's
family became the first millionaires in the world, by feeding false
information to the people of Europe about the battle of Wellington,
which caused the stock market to crash, and then they bought up
everything at rock bottom prices, & now they are purported by some
to be the wealthiest family in the world. I have heard it said:

‘the Rothschild's ‘own everything’ but ‘their name is on nothing’ .
This implies that everything is held in private secret trusts, under
private secret agreements, under the right of privacy and private
contract.
There was information circulating around the internet around 19992004 when the head of the Rothschild family ‘Baron Von Rothschild’,
who purportedly lived in an old Castle in Europe, if my memory
serves me well, had reportedly died; He was purported to have died
in his 90’s, in the late 1990’s around 1997-1999 ?
His personal fortune (not the total fortune of the family Dynasty)
was at that time said to be around 19 trillion dollars ! Certainly an
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incomprehensible sum of money for any individual to own & possess
by themselves !
Some might say that is too fantastic to be true, it is more like a
fantasy than reality, but my attitude is that I would not be surprised
to find out that it is true, after all, they do not say ‘ the rich get richer,
and the poor get poorer’ for nothing. It is well known to be true !
Nor do they say that 90 percent of the wealth is owned by 1% of the
people for nothing either !
I am sure you may have heard of ‘the one percent’. The ‘one percent’
have been written about in more than one book, I am sure, but a very
revealing one is titled “The Lords of Creation, The History of
America’s 1 Percent’, by Frederick Lewis Allen, originally published in
1935. According to that book, in the decades following the Civil War
in America, the unprecedented Corporate expansion that took place,
was mostly in the hands of a few wealthy industrialists who exploited
the economic system for all it was worth.
These men included the Rockefellers, Fords, Morgans, Vanderbilts,
Carnnegies, among others, who used the combination of foresight,
ingenuity, ruthlessness, and last but not least, greed, to arrive at
their wealthy and powerful status among the worlds social,
commercial, industrial, elite !
It would seem these elements are in deed a formula that results in
corruption, dishonesty, fraud, & theft, among other ‘unlawful’
enterprises, in order to ensure that they alone are ‘in control’ of the
most effective methods of manipulating the economy of the whole
country, & eventually the world; production, transportation, energy, &
commerce; by which they are said to have ‘created’ the conditions for
the stock market crash of 1929, which lead to the infamous ‘great
depression’ which was the foundation and cause, or, we might want
to say, the ‘excuse’ of the Governors of all the ‘States of the Union’ to
issue Declarations of Banking Emergencies inside their individual
states, in 1932, which in turn was followed by the decision of the
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former Assistant Secretary of the US Navy, Governor of the state of
New York, & Wall Street Attorney, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, to run
for the Office of President of the United States, in the year 1932 Anno
Domini, giving speeches on how he would solve all the problems of
America; the Banking and unemployment problems of the great
depression, the problems caused by the prior dust bowl drought,
poverty, & crime.
The solution Franklin Delano Roosevelt, also known as “F.D.R.”,
proposed to the people on his campaign stumps, in his speeches to
the public in 1932, was that he would seek ‘Extraordinary’ ‘Executive
Emergency War Powers ’ from the Congress, so he would have the
same power, on the civil side of the Government, that he would have
as ‘Commander in Chief’ of the Military, against an invading ‘Foreign
Enemy’, so that he could wage a war on the Emergency, or the
‘emergencies’ inside the Domestic United States. !
This was seeking an expansion of the powers of the Executive
Branch in the Presidency, outside the limits set out by the Founders
in the U.S Constitution, by a Congressional Statute, even though in
our system of Law you can not override, abridge, amend, repeal,
revoke or change any Constitutional Provision by enacting a Statute
to do so ! That is fundamental basic Organic Law under our ‘system’
of Government !
You have to follow the express procedure stated in the Constitution
to change it !
Be all that as it may, it still did not stop Franklin Roosevelt and the
Federal Congress, however, from proceeding to do just that, even
though the US Supreme Court has clearly stated that an ‘Emergency’
can not be used as a basis to Violate the provisions of the US
Constitution, and an “Emergency” does not add to the powers of the
Government already expressed in the Federal Constitution !
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This unprecedented situation, and circumstance was actually
exposed by a US Senate Subcommittee in 1972, in a 600 + page
report, which I have in my research archives.
The Senate Subcommittee actually cited from a book written by
Rexford G. Tugwell, titled “The Enlargement of The Presidency ”, in
that report, wherein they expressly stated that Franklin Roosevelt
had deceived the public in his speeches, saying that the extra
emergency powers he was seeking would be temporary and would
terminate when the emergency was over or in two years !
There was, in actuality, no such limit in the Statute issued by
Congress, which was signed by said President, Franklin Roosevelt,
into ‘Law’ in 1933 ! Thereby executing a massive Fraud upon the
people which is ongoing today !
I have heard a recording of a Roosevelt speech played on television
back in the 1970’s, when I lived in Redondo Beach California. At the
time he said this, Roosevelt had been the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy, thereafter, the Governor of the State of New York, and he was a
Wall Street Bar Attorney, as well as a ‘Master Mason’ of the 32 nd
degree, of the Scottish Rite, a known powerful ‘Secret Society’.
Based on you can be sure he knew what it meant, even though those
he was speaking to at the time, in the Public, likely did not know
enough Constitutional Law to have any clue about it. He wanted
enough independent power on the Civil side of the Government in his
hands to be able to suspend Rights and Law, if they ever got in his
way in carrying out his personal agenda, and the agenda of the Wall
Street Bankers, and the Scottish Rite Masons. This is basically the
power of a Civil Dictator, when no such power exists in the Federal
Constitution for the President, or Executive Branch of the Federal
Government of the USA !
In fact the US Supreme Court has Ruled in several published
Decisions that an ‘Emergency’ does not give any power to the
Government beyond what was expressed in the Constitution, & that
the Constitution already has all the power necessary to deal with any
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emergency ! That being the case, then, why did Roosevelt & the
Congress need to add extra emergency powers by statute to the
Executive Branch ?
It is a very interesting question, which I will eventually be
answering, in due time, so be sure, so stay tuned.
Roosevelt stated in a recorded speech that if the Congress of the
United States had not taken any effective action in bringing the
emergencies to an effective end, once he was elected he would go to
Congress and request them to give him those powers which he would
use to bring the emergencies to a swift and effective end. He further
stated the powers would be only temporary, and would cease once
the emergencies had ceased, or in two years.
Though Roosevelt had stated these powers would only be temporary,
and would last only two years, until the emergency was over, the
truth was stated by Roosevelt’s ‘brain truster’, a man by the name of
Rexford Tugwell, who wrote a book many years after Roosevelt was
dead, titled:
‘The Enlargement of the Presidency’ where he stated that Roosevelt
had deceived the public, when he told them these Extraordinary
Executive Emergency War Powers would be temporary, ending after 2
years.

There was no such limitation when Congress passed the law &
Roosevelt signed it into existence !
To this very day those powers are still being used to declare
Executive Emergency Wars by Presidents of the United States, and to
continue previously declared emergencies, which have no
requirement of Congressional approval whatsoever !
It has been said that these ‘special powers’ given by Congress to the
Executive Branch, made the President of the USA more powerful than
any King in the history ( known History) of the whole world !
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Some of those Executive Emergency ‘Wars’ Declared in the past 87
years since 1933 by past Presidents of the USA include:
The War On Poverty; The War On Crime; The War on Drugs; & The
War on Terrorism. You have likely heard of some of these, if not all of
them, at some time or another in the past.
Now in the year 2020, according to Jeff Brown, and the New York
Times, 4 Tech billionaires have declared war on the US Dollar , with
the N.Y. Times saying: ‘Mark Zuckerburg is planning to launch a new
technology, a separate competing financial system’. A separate,
competing financial system ! ‘and he’s not alone’…….‘Amazon is
close on his heels, Google is readying its own currency,...and ‘the
Securities & Exchange Commission’, has said that, Apple too, is
getting into the action .

According to Brown, They are saying that if all goes well, as
planned, this could lead to a massive change to money as we know it,
altering how people spend, save, & invest, ‘overnight’. Apparently
financial institutions such as Fidelity Bank, TD Ameritrade, Goldman
Sachs, are well aware of this pending change in the economic
system, and are preparing for it.
And if they are aware, you can be sure others are also, even if they
are not talking publicly about it, they must also be quietly making
their own plans to deal with these changes.
Brown claims that he has been attending a number of private, and
secret meetings, one of which was at a ‘secured’ location near the

US Congress building, where briefings are given, about matters
affecting National Security, which of course would include anything

that threatens to affect or change the current prevailing economic
system of the USA. Brown has stated, point blank that there are
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people in the Government of the USA that see this new coming
crypto system as a real ‘threat’.
Below is a photo from Browns article, of a group of people in the
‘secured facility’ receiving a briefing, showing Brown sitting in the
second row, with the red circle around him.

In my prior Article, Part one of this series, I stated on page 5:
“I was instantly skeptical, because being an expert on the so called
‘legal system’ and an expert on “Law”, including ‘Constitutional’ and
‘tax law’, I knew that if it was actually true that this ‘ new’ ‘crypto

currency’ was ‘untraceable’, and ‘could not be taxed’, the Federal
Government, the International Bankers, and the people who ran the
Internal Revenue Service & Income Taxing System, would change
that situation to their favor and benefit, if there was any way in
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Heaven, Hell, or Earth to do so, and it was only a matter of time

before they would be pursuing the matter, with all the resources
available to them through the ‘United States’ ‘Federal Government’.
(emphasis added by me) I further stated on page 5:
“Needless to say, although I really liked the idea of an ‘untraceable
crypto currency’, I never purchased any ‘Bitcoin’, because I did not
want to get in the scope & cross hairs of the Federal Government &
IRS, as someone who was involved in what they would surely try to
label was some kind of tax evasion scheme, which might get me
targeted even more than I might already be targeted by them ” !
Since finishing that article and having it read on Youtube.com by Joe
Baker on “The Remedy Report”, I have received information from Mr.
Baker, who apparently was more than a little curious about my
references to the NSA and their ‘Cyber Force’ re capability for Cyber
Surveillance & Cyber Warfare, etc., and he did some followup
research and has discovered that, in fact, the NSA did target Bitcoin
and its participants for cyber surveillance ! This was stated in an
article by Tyler Durden, dated Wed, 03/21/2018 – 02:30, which was titled:

“NSA Has Been Tracking Bitcoin Users Since 2013,
New Snowden Documents Reveal”
I will not quote from the whole Article here, but will insert this
excerpt which will suffice for my purposes in this Article, which is
part 2 in an ongoing series. The author made the following disclosure:
“In a blockbuster report published Tuesday in the Intercept, reporter
Sam Biddle cited several documents included in the massive cache of
stolen NSA documents that showed that the agency has been
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tracking bitcoin users since 2013, and has potentially been funneling
some of this information to other federal agencies.
Or, as Biddle puts it, maybe the conspiracy theorists were right. It

turns out the conspiracy theorists were onto something.
Classified documents provided by whistle blower Edward Snowden
show that the National Security Agency indeed worked urgently to
target Bitcoin users around the world - and wielded at least one
mysterious source of information to "help track down senders and
receivers of Bitcoins," according to a top-secret passage in an
internal NSA report dating to March 2013.
The data source appears to have leveraged the NSA’s ability to
harvest and analyze raw, global internet traffic while also exploiting
an unnamed software program that purported to offer anonymity to
users, according to other documents.
Using its ability to siphon data directly from the fiber-optic cables,
the NSA managed to develop a system for tracing transactions that
went well beyond simple blockchain analysis.
The agency relied on a program called MONKEYROCKET, a sham
Internet-anonymizing service that, according to the documents, was
primarily deployed in Asia, Africa and South America with the
intention of thwarting terrorists.
The documents indicate that "tracking down" Bitcoin users went
well beyond closely examining Bitcoin’s public transaction ledger,
known as the Blockchain, where users are typically referred to
through anonymous identifiers; the tracking may also have involved
gathering intimate details of these users’ computers.
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The NSA collected some Bitcoin users’ password information,
internet activity, and a type of unique device identification number
known as a MAC address, a March 29, 2013 NSA memo suggested. In
the same document, analysts also discussed tracking internet users’
internet addresses, network ports, and timestamps to identify
"BITCOIN Targets."
The NSA’s budding Bitcoin spy operation looks to have been enabled
by its unparalleled ability to siphon traffic from the physical cable
connections that form the internet and ferry its traffic around the
planet.
As of 2013, the NSA’s Bitcoin tracking was achieved through
program code-named OAKSTAR, a collection of covert corporate

partnerships enabling the agency to monitor communications ,
including by harvesting internet data as it traveled along fiber optic
cables that undergird the internet.
Specifically, the NSA targeted Bitcoin through MONKEY ROCKET, a
sub-program of OAKSTAR, which tapped network equipment to
gather data from the Middle East, Europe, South America, and Asia,
according to classified descriptions.

As of spring 2013, MONKEY ROCKET was “the sole source of
SIGDEV for the BITCOIN Targets,” the March 29, 2013 NSA report
stated, using the term for signals intelligence development,“SIGDEV,”
to indicate the agency had no other way to surveil Bitcoin users.
The data obtained through MONKEY ROCKET is described in the
documents as “full take” surveillance, meaning the entirety of data
passing through a network was examined and at least some entire
data sessions were stored for later analysis. Naturally, once the NSA
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got involved, the notion of anonymity, whether with bitcoin, or even

some of the privacy-oriented coins like Zcash - was completely
crushed.”
Teeka Tiwari, an Investment analyst, and financial adviser says in a
recent Article which I referred to in my 1st Article in this series said:
“74 years after the historic agreement that made the U.S. Dollar the
World Reserve Currency, a new “Bretton Woods” meeting is about to
change everything....’ It could not only displace The Dollar, but also

spawn the biggest profit opportunity since the end of World War II’.
According to Tiwari, such a meeting only takes place about once
every century…And—if history is any guide—the secretive meeting
that he says he attended “will reshape America for the next 100

years ”…
This is quite a bold and startling claim, to say the least, but in fact it
does appear to be taking place ! In fact, moves to try to effect some
kind of a change in the world economic system, or systems, have
actually been attempted several times since 1944, previously, after
the first meeting at ‘Bretton Woods’ “New Hampshire” United States
Of America, took place near the end of World War 2.
If you are not aware of it, or you were not told anything about it in
your high school history or economics classes, what took place at
that original meeting, changed the economic history of the whole
world, making the US Dollar the ‘World Reserve currency’, under the
previously established ‘Federal Reserve Bank’ banking System
established in the United States of America, back in 1913, and since
expanded world wide into a global economic system, little known or
comprehended by most people, no doubt.
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When I did some research of my own I found that there is a Bank in
Switzerland called the ‘Bank of International Settlements’ commonly
referred to as ‘BIS’ an acronym, for the same name.
I found that they are the bank that purportedly manages & ‘controls’
all the Federal Reserve Banks in 48 countries, where all other banks
are managed & ‘controlled’ by the Federal Reserve Banks in this vast
world banking system not taught to you in your public fool system, I
mean your ‘public school system’, LOL !
According to Teeka Tiwari, in the Article previously cited:
“This is a rapidly developing situation in which “Investors are
dumping corporate debt at the highest rates in years…with Standard
and Poor’s warning that defaults may soon become so great we will
be unable to ignore them”
“Insiders are pulling their money from U.S. investments in record
numbers…with $23.9 billion withdrawn from U.S. funds… in just one
week this year”
“a little known early detection system for financial markets operated
by the Federal government flashed “red” and “orange” alerts for U.S.
stock and credit markets” and “our government may already be
taking action”, as he says that Senators recently introduced a
legislative enactment titled :
“The Currency Optimization, Innovation, and National Savings Act”
that he says ‘seeks to begin removing large amounts of cash from

the American financial system” Essentially this is “step 1” in the
coming reform’ ….
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I found further information provided online from “Wikipedia” “The
free encyclopedia”, in a segment titled ‘The ‘Bretton Woods System’
that shows a Graph in which is shown the Number of countries having
a banking crisis in each year since 1800, further stating that ‘the

dramatic feature of this graph’, is the absence of any banking crises
during the period of the Bretton Woods agreement, 1945 to 1971.
In my way of looking at history and historical patterns this would
indicate such ‘banking’ and ‘economic crises’ appear to be

engineered by certain economic powers at selected times that
are deemed to be the right time, or shall we say an auspicious
occasion for the fulfillment of one of their coveted designs for the
future they have planned for the rest of the world !
Is this current coming global ‘crypto currency’ another such
‘design’ right around the corner, that has been engineered while
we all got caught up and distracted in the last 3 years of Political
drama of Democrats vs Republicans, Globalist Liberals vs
Nationalist Conservatives, Yada Yada Yada, bla bla bla…. recently
winding down in an orchestrated Presidential impeachment going
nowhere against independent Maverick Nationalist Billionaire
President Donald John Trump, in the face of a coming new
Presidential election and Congressional elections this year ? What

better way to distract, divert, and misdirect our attention, while
our involuntary economic future is being orchestrated right under
our noses, via the coming ‘New Internet of things’, the new
“global” world “Smart Grid’’, where all new construction homes
will be hooked into the satellite system with all dwelling inside
devices connected to that eye in the sky system, whether you
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want it or not in the new Technocracy Agenda 21 world
Governance in the ‘New World Order’ of the Governing Elite,
including driver-less trucks and cars; the cars are already here
and pretty well known, but what we do not commonly know is that
18 wheeler trucks are also here, being tested in a few areas one
of which is Arizona. We also have AI delivery of packages straight
to your door by Amazon AI bot machines on wheels in certain
areas of the country including San Diego California, etc. We are on
the cusp of revolutionary changes most people may not be aware
of. In my next Article we will do a deep dive into what is coming
around the corner, which includes at least 14 states in the USA
that are planning a gold backed crypto currency, and separating
from the current Federal Reserve monetary system, which, if it
ever takes place and reaches completion will be a major
disruption to say the least. I will also review several prior
attempts at changing the original Bretton Woods global currency
system in the past decades, which are little known and not talked
about in the Public School history books we are given to fill us
with the popular propaganda the corporate powers would like us
to believe. I will also reveal some serious changes in the
economic system in China, which is developing its own National
Crypto Currency to go along with their already developed smart
grid system, in the midst of their nation wide corona virus

epidemic, which has been reported to be in 18 countries ,
threatening a world wide ‘pandemic’ that could affect us all and
the whole world economy. Until next time stay tuned.
See the attachment, stating the plans of Facebook for a Global
cryptocurrency system.
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